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ARTsys360 Ltd.

ARTsys360° has developed a 3D-360° break through micro radar, detects track and 

stops drones from taking illegal video, smuggle substance and a flying small bomb, it 

protects prisons, hotels, stadiums, power station government building etc. Our Micro 

Radar is an essential part of upcoming Smart City "3D Traffic management system" 

which will enable monitoring of Drones traffic in urban areas. Additionally, a 77Ghz 3D-

360° micro radar is in development stage for Autonomous cars/drones, based on a 

patented technological breakthrough (Israel Technion university) whit best cost / 

performance in the market.

8 other

Each market that we are now active is a potential unicorn

1.	PID – physical intrusion detection market is a $16.7B market in 2017 in addition the 3D 

drone – Civil detection market is over $12B.

2.	3D Traffic management system in Urban area will grow in the next few years to several 

billions dollar market in which each city will enable flying drone.

3.	Autonomous car market is going to explode in the next few years

Our break through Micro Radar is suited to these 3 markets which has a high barrier of entry 

and high needs for such product

We have signed up several international distributors, in North 

America, Latin America and Australia. We received orders for 

more than 40 systems from several system integrators 

interested in enhancing prison security. We are negotiating with 

a strategic partner in China India Our investors came from 

Australia, Canada, China and Israel.

We have orders - we will start first 

shipment in Q4 2017

YES $25M

Brainster

Brainster is an innovative technological Neuromarketing platform based on EEG and Eye 

Tracking. Grounded in science, powered by cutting edge machine learning algorithms, 

the platform was designed to remain fast and simple and allow to measure directly at the 

Brain level (without social biases or cultural differences) what is the level of emotion and 

attention generated by commercials in the mind of consumers.

12 other

We have a commercial solution at hand (no technological risk - Approx US$3m were invested 

by current shareholders to develop the solution)

Our platform has already been used by Fortune 500 companies with success

We have a global distribution agreement with IPSOS (3rd largest market research company in 

the world)

We a clearly defined go to market strategy and business plan

We are operating in large and growing market

We have gathered a combination of competences such as machine learning, neuroscience, 

market research in-house

We are scheduled to experience exponential growth

We have already performed studies for Fortune 500 companies 

with great success

Yes - we started selling in 2017. Yes we are looking to 

raise US$5m to 

finance our Go to 

market strategy and 

continue the 

development of our 

platform to include 

additional biometric 

measures as well as 

VR

US$15m

CrystalEn semiconductor 

ltd

CrystalEn developed and holds unique and state of the art technology, in the field of 

carbon based crystals producing and growing. The unique technology enable the growth 

of “single crystal” carbon crystals in fast controlled and green process. 

  

 

CrystalEn’s technology fits various needs in several industrial fields include:

•	Conductors, semi-conductors, include photo-electric panels, LED units, energy 

batteries, transistors and diodes. 

•	High-end optical devices, include carbon based lenses, lenses coating, radiation shields 

etc.

•	Anti-corrosion coating, stiff covers. 

 


4 Semiconductors

Unique field of technology. technology that fits market needs, in various fields. Technology. market. crew. no yes 5 m $

Edgy Bees Ltd.

The Edgybees platform enables AR experiences across any high-speed moving device 

containing sensors and streaming data.  AR application developers can now deliver 

overlays in sync and consistent with the human experience of high-speed motion in 3 

dimensions.  Drones, cars, and wearable devices are sample devices on which high-

speed AR applications can be rendered for experiencing new forms of consumer and 

commercial applications.

8 other

The consumer drone market is coming into shape right now. Drone as a game is a new 

concept which is just now being defined, developed and promoted, and promises very large 

market. Edgybees is at a great position to become a leader and platform provider to 

applications in this field.

Very elaborate partnership with DJI, the largest drone 

manufacturer; Product on the market (DronePrix AR game, 

available for iOS and Android); Paying customers such as 

Epson

Yes, preliminary Yes USD 9.5M

EZMEMS

Towards the age of sensors and IoT, where sensors are everywhere and everything is 

being sensed, the deployment of a large number of sensors requires them to be small, 

cheap and disposable. EZMEMS is going to revolutionize the world of sensors by 

introducing its disruptive technology and easy approach towards disposable polymeric 

chips with integrated electronics. EZMEMS is transforming simple disposables, without 

sensing or control capabilities, into 'Smart Disposables' in an easy and cost effective 

way. The new generation of EZMEMS' smart polymeric chips (SPC™) combine state of 

the art micro plastic and IC technologies to develop innovative polymeric micro 

electromechanical systems (PMEMS), which allow the sensing elements to be embedded 

within the disposable package. The design of the sensors allows intuitive and simple 

integration with disposable sets. EZMEMS was established in 2014, raised seed money 

from the Israel Innovation Authority and private investors in 2015 and is cooperating with 

large companies to integrate the SCP into disposable kits.

2 other

Working prototypes, cooperation with very large companies, Generic technology, focused 

applications, will become a $10B company

EZMEMS has a working prototype and is cooperating with large 

companies to integrate the SCP into their disposables

Not yet, we are sending samples to 

large potential clients, intend to have 

initial sales in  2018

yes 20

VivoText

VivoText is  a digital voice and speech technology company. Our Proprietary technology 

of voice recording and processing captures the unique speech characteristics of any 

voice and stores them in our patented Voice Sample Libraries. Our speech generation 

engine creates new speech that emulates the voice’s full range of expression and 

emotion thereby sounding indistinguishable from the original. 

7 Communication

Only VivoText creates natural, expressive and emotional virtual speech based on only 3-10 

hours of recordings vs. 40-200 requires by others.

Only VivoText offers a first-in-kind  Photoshop-like speech editing capabilities. 

 

Only VivoText’s technology can incorporate deep learning of the speech editing process for 

style and prosodic attributes, and apply deep learning algorithms in the selection of speech 

units.

We have a partnership with Hasbro, the global leader in the toys 

and games industry

Yes Yes $6M

GuardKnox Cyber 

Technologies LTD.

GuardKnox is an automotive cyber-solutions company providing comprehensive cyber 

defense. GuardKnox’s deterministic hardware solution the SNO, or Secure Network 

Orchestrator, is completely autonomous, does not require any constant online 

connectivity and can defend against both known or unknown attacks. The Guardknox 

solution family provides security in-depth, with a central gateway ECU drop-in SNO, a 

local SNO for externally connected ECU's, as well as a reporting mechanism providing 

centralized fleet security. As a complete ECU, it integrates seamlessly into the vehicle, 

the value chain and the vehicle production process. The GuardKnox team brings 

decades of experience providing the  cyber security solutions to the Israeli Air Force 

systems: Iron Dome, Arrow and Israeli F-35.

12 

engineers 

+ 3 

internatio

nal 

represent

atives

other

Unique solution that passed automakers tests . Working with OEM's and Tier 1 suppliers to the automotive 

market

We have started to get purchase 

orders this year.

Yes $30M

IOSight

IOSight is an innovator and a market leader in the field of infrastructure facility 

management. IOSight provides cost effective, user friendly BI/data management and 

reporting solutions for medium-to-large water and energy infrastructure facilities reducing 

costs, improving efficiency, increasing productivity, saving energy and delivering 

regulatory compliance.

With proven experience and customer satisfaction in the public utility, energy and 

manufacturing arenas worldwide, IOSight’s solutions are a paradigm shift. For the first 

time plant managers and operators can get actionable, accurate, comprehensive, real-

time insights into site performance.
15 other

The water and energy markets are highly appreciated to be the fastest growing markets of the 

next decade, and IT related technologies (IOT, Big data, machine learning and others) are the 

cutting edge fields. IOSight has a mature set of solutions and is well positioned in the USA, 

Israel and the EU.

IOSight's products are installed at over 100 sites around the 

globe and has market leaders personnel as its POC approvals

yes yes 8M$

Myndlift

Myndlfit enhances cognitive abilities using wearable and mobile technologies.

8 other

The company has received an investment from Miami Children's Hospital, 500 Startups, 

multiple funds and angels, in addition to two grants by the Ministry of Innovation. The product 

that's being developed is revolutionizing the cognitive enhancement field, as it has been 

distributed in multiple clinics helping hundreds of patients.

Launched the product in more than 33 clinics worldwide. Being 

used as part of anxiety, ADHD, and OCD therapies.

Yes - 40% month over month growth 

in MRR

Yes, we're looking to 

raise $1.5m

$4m

PicUp Mobile

Our technology helps call centers of banks, HMO’s, telcos and more , enhance customer 

service, improve answering rates, reduce operational costs, and increase sales.

We enable call centers to interact with their clients like never before, from phone call 

personalization and design, to secured 2-way digital interaction over phone calls.

We started approaching clients 5 months ago, and are seeing overwhelming momentum. 

7
Enterprise&IT 

software

* Disruptive solution for financial, health and telecom's customer service and sales.

* Ultra fast momentum and demand over the last 5 moths:

* Top tier local Bank and HMO as first clients

* Interest from top tier international players (Axa, Citi, Orange)

* Solid business model

* Proven technology, registered IP, innovative UX

* Highly talented ,experienced team

* In negotiations with a Chinese distributor

2 leading clients (bank + HMO), 10 more clients in pipeline 

(banks, insurance, telcos, etc). Leading international financial 

organizations interested in our solution-Citi, Axa, Orange.

We are working with 2 clients . First 

revenues are due in Q1 2018, as a 

part of a 5 year deal. Pricing is $25 

per calling station per month, 

representing a yearly $300K for each 

customer from the 3rd year and on.

Yes, we are rasing 

$1M as a first 

milestone, in a $2.5M 

investment round.

$6.5M



QualityLine Production 

Technologies, Ltd.

Real-Time advanced manufacturing technology to improve quality and efficiency of 

factories

12
Enterprise&IT 

software

Innovative Real-Time advanced manufacturing technology that is perfect for Chinese market 

as it is the biggest market for manufacturing. Right now the Chinese market is looking for 

innovative technologies to improve efficiency and quality and save a lot of money in 

manufacuting costs.

innovative data acquisition technology yes - more then 300,000 USD this 

year

4,000,0000 USD 12,000,000

RoutePerfect Ltd

RoutePerfect a multi-city trip planning and booking platform enabled through cutting edge 

technology. It helps its 4M global travelers easily create a personalized trip and book it as 

a discounted  custom package. The company is going after the Chinese outgoing market 

and is seeking Chinese funding and partners for this.

20 Internet

We have a proven business model ($1 in marketing returns with $1.70) and we have the best 

planning & booking tool for a target of 200M travelers a year. We specifically are after 

Chinese funding (smart money) and partners because we want to capture a slice of the 

Chinese outgoing travel market.

$2M in sales in 2016. ~$300K in sales/month in 2017. 4M users 

globally. Raised $4M to date from top investors + $1M from the 

chief scientist in Israel. At +70% unit economics.

Yes. ~$300K/month. $2M in 2016. yes $15M

Sc kipio Technologies S. I 

Ltd.

Sckipio is a semiconductor company that develops chipsets for the new ITU G.fast 

standard. G.fast technology enables network operators bring the speed of fiber over 

existing copper lines.

70 Semiconductors

Sckipio is a leader in G.fast market that is expected to be a very significant market. Sckipio is 

already working with leading Telcos and tier one equipment companies.

Leader in G.fast market. Design wins with key OEMs that are 

active in this market.

Yes We plan to raise 

additional funds in 

Q4/2017

Pre money 

valuation will be 

USD 100M-

120M

SmartGreen

SmartGreen develops and market advanced Energy & Operational management and 

optimization system for commercial and industrial facilities

15 other

1st Tier customers including HP, MacDonalds, Shufrsal, CLP 

and others

Yes. Yes $15M

Spaceek Ltd

Spaceek is a cloud based IoT platform focused on Smart Parking. Our sophisticated 

engine, collects real-time occupancy data of available parking spaces, analyzes and 

ultimately connects drivers to these spaces using our own Bluetooth Low Energy sensors 

network - so we know Who parked & Where!

15 other

In the same manner that Navigation apps currently enable drivers to get to their destination - 

Spaceek enables them to find parking prior to even embarking.

We already began selling our platform solutions. we are 

deployed in more than 3 continents.

Yes. Yes. $8M

SQream Technologies

SQream created the next generation big database that is running on GPUs (Graphical 

processing units). It enables - running very fast data crunching queries and AI algorithms 

on very large datasets with the best cost performance available.

35
Enterprise&IT 

software

The company developed the best GPU database in the world, one of the hottest areas in 

TMT/ICT - converging data crunching, AI workloads and the cloud. With customers in APAC, 

EMEA and the US, the technology is validated and It is time for growth and goto market 

expansion. Other companies in this specific technology raised large amounts in the last few 

months.

2016 - ~$1m of booking Yes - In Israel, Thailand, Inida, 

Europe, US

~$20m ~$55m-$65m

Unbotify

We help our customers understand if a user on the website or mobile app is an authentic 

human user, or an automated software agent - a malicious bot. Bots are causing billions 

of dollars of damages in ad-fraud, account takeovers and fake account registrations. We 

are already working with leading global brands like JD.com, Facebook, and Meituan-

Duanping, and are rapidly expanding, particularly in the Chinese market.

12
Enterprise&IT 

software

We have been able to build a best in class solution for bot detection, and secure paid PoC 

agreements, and full commercial agreements with top tier enterprise customers, while raising 

only a seed round so far. We are now starting to raise our series A, to expand and capitalize 

on our market momentum.

A top 5 global e-commerce website (JD.com), two of the top 10 

global social networks (Facebook and LinkedIn), and many 

more.

Yes Yes $25M

Visual Software Systems - 

Emaze

Emaze is the next generation of online content creation technology, enabling beautiful 

content design within minutes. While initially a key player in the presentation world, with 

more than 10M presentations created on the platform, Emaze has now expanded its 

realm to offer a creation tool for beautifully designed blogs, social hub websites, e-cards 

and photo albums in minutes. State of the art HTML5 technology enables the addition of 

gifs, media, live data, hyperlinking, and more. Innovative video, pan and zoom and 3D 

transitions transform content into journeys through virtual worlds. Easily share content 

anywhere on the web and then analyze who’s watching with advanced analytics. Emaze 

empowers the everyday creator to be simply amazing.
12

Enterprise&IT 

software

Great live product with proof of concept and ready for scale Millions in revenue and millions of users using our software yes, Last year we made $1.1M USD Yes $15M-$20M

vocalzoom

Vocalzoom delivers reliable and accurate sensors for Voice control and Voice 

authentication, in all real life noisy environments. VocalZoom provides the core 

technology for voice assistants, using voice authentication for payments and 

personalization of services in the connected and autonomous car.

22 Semiconductors

Large markets (automotive, Industrial IOT, Robotics), unique solution, strong team and IP Funded projects with large automotive OEMs 2017 will be first year of sales, 

projecting $1M by Q4 2017

yes $40M


